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Abstract. Data has increased in a large scale in various �elds leading
to the coin of the term Big Data. Big data is mainly used to describe
enormous datasets that typically includes masses of unstructured data
that may need real-time analysis. As human behaviour and personality
can be captured through human-computer interaction a massive opportu-
nity opens for providing wellness services. Through the use of interaction
data, behavioral biometrics can be obtained. The usage of biometrics has
increased due to several factors such as the rise of power and availability
of computational power. One of the challenges in this kind of approaches
has to do with handling the acquired data. The growing volumes, variety
and velocity brings challenges in the tasks of pre-processing, storage and
providing analytics. In this sense, the problem can be framed as a Big
Data problem. In this work it is intended to provide an architecture that
accommodates the data pipeline of data generated by human-computer
interaction, providing real time data analytics on behavioral biometrics.
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1 Introduction

A large amount of data is created every day by the interactions of billions of
people with computers, wearable devices, GPS devices, smart phones, and med-
ical devices. In a broad range of application areas, data is being collected at
unprecedented scale [1].

Not only the volume of data is growing, but also the variety (range of data
types and sources) and velocity (speed of data in and out) of data being collected
and stored. These are known as the 3V's of Big data, enumerated in a research
report published by Gartner [2].

Big Data refers to things one can do at a large scale that cannot be done
at a smaller one: to extract new insights or create new forms of value, in ways
that change markets, organizations, the relationship between citizens and gov-
ernments, and more [3]. Despite still being somewhat an abstract concept it can
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be clearly said that Big Data encomprises the a new generation of technologies
and architectures, designed to economically extract value from very large vol-
umes of a wide variety of data, by enabling the high-velocity capture, discovery
and analysis [4].

1.1 Human-Computer Interaction

With the advent of the Internet of Things the number of devices that are con-
nected is increasing every. Consequently, the number of interactions that can
generate data is growing as well. Humans tend to show their personality or their
state through their actions, even in an unconscious way. Facial expressions and
body language, for example, have been known as a gateway for feelings that
result in intentions. The resultant actions can be traced to a certain behavior.
Therefore, it is safe to assume that a human behavior can be outlined even if
the person does not want to explicitly share that information.

The interaction with computers and other technological devices can pro-
vide dataset containing records that are relative to unconscious behaviors. The
rhythm at which a person types on a keyboard or the movement of the mouse
changes when the individual becomes fatigued or under severe stress, as it was
established in [5, 6]. Moreover, the interaction with smartphones can also provide
analogous patterns from diverse sources including a touchscreen (that provides
information about touches, their intensities, their area or their duration), gyro-
scopes, accelerometers, among others.

2 NoSQL for Real Time Analytics

2.1 Real Time Analytics

In the spectrum of analytics two extremes can be identi�ed. On one end of the
spectrum there is batch analytical applications, which are used for complex, long-
running analyses. Generally, these have slower response times (hours or days)
and lower requirements for availability. Hadoop-based workloads are an example
of batch analytical applications. On the other end of the spectrum sit real-time
analytical applications. Real-time can be considered from the point of view of
the data or from the point of view of the end-user. The earlier translates into the
ability of processing data as it arrives, making it possible to aggregate data and
extract trends about the actual situation of the system (streaming analytics).
The former refers to the ability to process data with low latency (processing
huge amount of data with the results being available for the end user almost in
real-time) making it possible, for example, to to provide recommendations for
an user on a website based on its history or to do unpredictable, ad hoc queries
against large data sets (online analytics).

Regarding stream processing the main problems are related to: Sampling
Filtering, Correlation, Estimating Cardinality, Estimating Quantiles, Estimat-
ing Moments, Finding Frequent Elements, Counting Inversions, Finding Subse-
quences, Path Analysis, Anomaly Detection Temporal Pattern Analysis, Data
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Prediction, Clustering, Graph analysis, Basic Counting and Signi�cant Count-
ing. The main applications are A/B testing, set membership, fraud detection,
network analysis, tra�c analysis, web graph analysis, sensor networks and med-
ical imaging ([7]).

According to [7] these are the most well-known streaming open source tools:

S4 Real-time analytics with a key-value based programming model and support
for scheduling/message passing and fault tolerance.

Storm The most popular and widely adopted real-time analytics platform de-
veloped at Twitter.

Millwheel Google's proprietary real-time analytics framework that provides
exact once semantics.

Samza Framework for topology-less real-time analytics that emphasizes sharing
between groups.

Akka Toolkit for writing distributed, concurrent and fault tolerant applications.
Spark Does both o�ine and online analysis using the same code and same

system.
Flink Fuses o�ine and online analysis using traditional RDBMS techniques.
Pulsar Does real-time analytics using SQL.
Heron Storm re-imagined with emphasis on higher scalability and better de-

buggability.

Online analytics, on the other hand, are designed to provide lighter-weight
analytics very quickly. The requirements of this kind of analytics are low latency
and high availability. In the Big Data era, OLAP (online analytical processing [8])
and traditional ETL processes are too expensive. Particularly, the heterogeneity
of the data sources makes it di�cult the de�nition of rigid schemas, making
model-driven insight di�cult hard. In this paradigm analytics are needed in
near real time in order to support operational applications and their users. This
includes applications from social networking news feeds to analytics, from real-
time ad servers to complex CRM applications.

2.2 NoSQL - Not only SQL

Conventional relational databases have proven to be highly e�cient, reliable
and consistent in terms of storing and processing structured data [9]. However,
regarding the 3 V's of big data the relational model has several shortcomings.
Companies like Amazon, Facebook and Google started to work on their own data
engines in order to deal with their Big Data pipeline, and this trend inspired
other vendors and open source communities to do similarly for other use cases.
As Stonebraker argues in [10] the main reasons to adopt NoSQL databases are
performance (the ability to manage distributed data) and �exibility (to deal with
semi-structured or unstructured data that may arise on the web) issues.

A mapping between Big Data characteristics (the 3V's) and NoSQL features
can be established. NoSQL data stores can manage large volumes of data by
enabling data partitioning across many storage nodes and virtual structures,
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overcoming traditional infrastructure constraints (and ensuring basic availabil-
ity). By compromising on ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
ensured by RDBMS in database transactions) properties NoSQL opens the way
for less blocking between user queries. The alternative is the BASE system [11]
that translates to basic availability, soft state and eventual consistency. By being
basically available the system is guaranteed to be mostly available, in terms of
the CAP theorem. Eventual consistency indicates that given that the system
does not receive input during an interval of time, it will become consistent. The
soft state propriety means that the system may change over time even without
input.

According to [12], the key characteristics that generally are part of NoSQL
systems are, the ability to horizontally scale CRUD operations throughput over
many servers, the ability to replicate and to distribute (i.e.,partition or shard)
data over many servers, a simple call level interface or protocol (in contrast to
a SQL binding), a weaker concurrency model than the ACID transactions of
most relational (SQL) database systems, e�cient use of distributed indexes and
RAM for data storage, and the ability to dynamically add new attributes to data
records.

However, the systems di�er in many points, as the funcionality ranges from a
simple distributed hashing (as supported by memcached3, an open source cache),
to highly scalable partitioned tables (as supported by Google's BigTable [13]).
NoSQL data stores come in many �avors, namely data models, and that permits
to accommodate the data variety that is present in real problems.

Key-value Stores A Key-value DBMS can only perform two operations:
store pairs of keys and values, and retrieve the stored values given a key. These
kind of systems are suitable for applications with simple data models that require
a resource-e�cient data store like, for example, embedded systems or applica-
tions that require a high performance in-process database. Redis and Memcahced
are popular examples of this kind of database.

Document-oriented Databases These kind of data stores are designed
to store and manage documents. Typically, these documents are encoded in
standard data exchange (such as XML, JSON, YAML, or BSON). These kind
of stores allow nested documents or lists as values as well as scalar values, and
the attribute names are dynamically de�ned for each document at runtime. A
single column can hold hundreds of attributes (in an analogy to the relational
model), and the number and type of attributes recorded can vary from row to
row, since its schema free. Unlike key-value stores, these kind of stores allow the
search on both keys and values, support complex keys and secondary indexes.
MongoDB and CouchDB are DBMS that function in this paradigm.

Column-oriented Databases Column-oriented databases are the kind of
data store that most resembles the relational model on a conceptual level. They
retain notions of tables, rows and columns, creating the notion of a schema,
explicit from the client's perspective. In this approach, rows are split across
nodes through sharding on the primary key. They typically split by range rather

3 http://memcached.org
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than a hash function. This means that queries on ranges of values do not have to
go to every node. Columns of a table are distributed over multiple nodes by using
�column groups�. Rows are grouped into collections (tables), and an individual
row's attributes can be of any type. For applications that scan a few columns of
many rows, they are more e�cient, because this kind of operations lead to less
loaded data than reading the whole row. Apache Cassandra and Apache HBase
are examples of this kind of data store.

Graph-oriented Databases Graph databases are data stores that employ
graph theory concepts. In this model, nodes are entities in the data domain and
edges are the relationship between two entities. Nodes can have properties or
attributes to describe them. These kind of systems are used for implementing
graph data modeling requirements without the extra layer of abstraction for
graph nodes and edges. This means less overhead for graph-related processing
and more �exibility and performance. Neo4J is the most popular graph-oriented
database.

Comparative Evaluation of NoSQL Databases As it was presented,
there are several options when it comes the time to choose a NoSQL database,
and the di�erent categories and architectures serve di�erent purposes. Although
four categories were presented, only two of them are adequate for the pur-
poses of this work. Regarding support for complex queries column-oriented and
document-oriented data store systems are more adequate than key-value stores
(e.g. simple hash tables) and graph databases (which are ideal for situations that
are modeled as graph problems). Considering the last presented fact a compar-
ison is presented at [14], where several DBMS are classi�ed in a 5-point scale
(Great, good, average, mediocre and bad) regarding a set of quality attributes.

3 Wellness services using Real Time Analytics

Gathering metrics on people's behaviours and providing tools for visualization,
particularly real time analytics, enables decision making and data-driven actions
concerning well being of individuals. The trend for data collection regarding
sensing on humans is growing and the perspective is for this trend to keep strong,
giving the expected growth of IoT (Internet of Things).

According to [5], by recording the data from the keyboard and mouse move-
ments it is possible to metrics that enable the prediction of fatigue levels. The
captured records contain �fteen values (represented as doubles) that are a result
of applying data redundancy techniques (i.e. aggregation of collected data by
calculating values such as mean and variance on the very frequently collected
values) and additionally contain a timestamp. Therefore, each record needs (15
times 8 bytes, the MongoDB double size plus 8 bytes relative to the timestamp,
and 8 bytes relative to two keys that refer the task and user) 136 bytes of stor-
age space. These records are produced every �ve minutes for each user of the
system. As a user is expected to be around eight hours per day (13056 bytes,
12.75 Kbytes) interacting with its desktop/laptop a prediction about the data
volumes that need real time processing can be made (see �gure 1).
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Table 1. Data growth projections.

1 user 100 users 10000 users 1000000 users

5 minutes 136 bytes 13.28 Kbs 1.297 Mbs 129.7 Mbs

1 day 12.75 Kbs 1.245 Mbs 124.5 Mbs 12.159 Gbs

1 week 89.25 Kbs 8.716 Mbs 871.6 Mbs 85.115

1 month 382.5 Kbs 37.354 Mbs 3.648 Gbs 364.8 Gbs

1 year 4.545 Mbs 454.5 Mbs 44.382 Gbs 4.438 Tbs

As it is shown in �gure 1 the architecture of the desired system is divided
in three major components. The raw data is generated in the devices, then pre-
processed (by redundancy elimination) and stored locally whenever possible (as
in smartphones and personal computers) in a SQLite database. Then data is
synchronized with the web servers in the cloud. The target database is Mon-
goDB (object-oriented DB). MongoDB4 is a database that is half way between
relational and non-relational systems. It provides indexes on collections, it is
lockless and provides a query mechanism. MongoDB provides atomic operations
on �elds like relational systems MongoDB supports automatic sharding by dis-
tributing the load across many nodes with automatic failover and load balancing,
on the other hand CouchDB achieves scalability through asynchronous replica-
tion. MongoDB supports replication with automatic failover and recovery. The
data is stored in a binary JSON-like format called BSON that supports boolean,
integer, �oat, date, string and binary types. The communication is made over a
socket connection (in CouchDB it is made over an HTTP REST interface).

MongoDB is actually more than a data storage engine, as it also provides
native data processing tools: MapReduce5 and the Aggregation pipeline6. Both
the aggregation pipeline and mapreduce can operate on a sharded collection
(partitioned over many machines, horizontal scaling). These are powerful tools
for performing analytics and statistical analysis in real-time, which is useful for
ad-hoc querying, pre-aggregated reports, and more. MongoDB provides a rich
set of aggregation operations that process data records and return computed
results, using this operations in the data layer simpli�es application code and
limits resource requirements. The visualization layer (as an web app) is devel-
oped on Java technology and uses the D3 library for graphics and diagrams. Re-
garding fault tolerance MongoDB provides master-slave replication and replica
sets7. Nowadays, replica sets are recommended for most use cases. The standard
(and minimum) number of replicas in a set is three: one being the primary (the
only one with writes allowed), and two secondaries (can become the primary
in an election), since an odd number of members ensures that the replica set
is always able to elect a primary. Another aspect in the data architecture that
must be addressed is related to the storage engines. As the there is no longer

4 https://www.mongodb.com
5 https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/core/map-reduce/
6 https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/core/aggregation-pipeline/
7 https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/replication/
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the real time analytics system.

a universal database storage technology capable of powering every type of ap-
plication built by the business, MongoDB provides pluggable storage engines,
namely WiredTiger and MMAPv1. Multiple storage engines can co-exist within
a single MongoDB replica set, making it easy to evaluate and migrate engines.
Running multiple storage engines within a replica set can also simplify the pro-
cess of managing the data lifecycle. WiredTiger (default storage engine starting
in MongoDB 3.2) will provide signi�cant bene�ts in the areas of lower storage
costs, greater hardware utilization, and more predictable performance 8 and,
consequently should be used in this system.

4 Conclusions

In this work we presented an approach for handling the Big Data problems that
may arise from a large scale wellness application. The rate of data arriving,
the volume of the data and the need for real time aggregations (for data visu-
alization) represent the data requirements. The main challenges are related to
the databases architecture, particularly the storage and analytical layers. The
database management system and the replica set architecture have been pre-
sented. The analytical engine is the Mongo Aggregation Framework, a feature
of MongoDB that provides a pipeline for low level analytics operations. The de-
ployment of this data architecture will allow us to test the ability of this kind
of services to scale. The door for large scale wellness services is opened, and
big data techniques appear as one of the most useful resources for this kind of

8 https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/core/storage-engines/
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services to succeed. By aligning this trend with the advances on machine learn-
ing distributed systems and Internet of things applications, a future for diverse
wellness services can be sighted.
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